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1, WHAT IS SIGNATURE MATCHING?

Software libraries are a great resource for the software engineer. An engineer

can study library components to become more familiar with a language or
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Signature Matching . 147

with a style of programming, look for common patterns of usage, and reuse

components rather than writing code from scratch [Agresti and McGarry

1987; Bigerstaff and Perlis 1989; ~ontana and Neath 1991; Ramamoorthy

1994]. One of the keys to using software libraries successfully, especially as

libraries increase in size, is the availability of good tools to organize, navigate

through, and retrieve from libraries.

Currently, many libraries use the file system for their only organization

(directories and files) and file system and editor commands for navigation

and retrieval. For example, the local ML library is organized with categories

of components as directories (e.g., local/lib/Container/, local/lib/Threads/); one
uses Is and grep to locate desired components. Aside from some of the

information that could be gleaned from how the library is organized, the task

of fincling something in these libraries must rely on the names of components.

Software components, however, have additional built-in information with

which a software engineer is familiar and upon which we can build additional

tools for software libraries. For example, libraries for object-oriented lan-

guages have a hierarchical class inheritance structure which can be navi-

gated by a browser (e.g., Smalltalk [Tesler 1981] and C! ++ [Birschofberger

1992]:).

Signature matching uses another kind of built-in information: type infor-

mation about the components. This article defines signature matching in

detail and shows how it can be used for various tasks on software libraries.

Since many of our examples focus on the task of retrieving from a library and

since our work has foundations in that area, we use terminology from

information retrieval to describe signature matching. To illustrate our ideas

here and for the rest of this article, consider the small library of components

in Figure 1. It contains three ML signature modules, LIST, QUEUE, and

SET, which together define 17 functions, e.g., empty and cons. (ML signature

modules are akin to Ada definition modules and Modula-3 interface modules;

ML implementations are written in modules called structures [MiIner et al.

1990].)

If we are looking for a specific function, rather than trying to guess its

name, we could use the function’s type, which is the list of types of its input

and output parameters (and possibly information about what exceptions may

be signaled). For example, a list ~ a is the type of the function hd. If we are

looking for a module, we could use its interface, which is a multiset of

user-defined types and a multiset of function types. For example, SET has

one u~ser-defined type, a T, and seven function types. The signatz~re of a

component is exactly this information: the type of a function or the interface

of a module. In practice, a library of software components is usually a set of

program modules; we can construct a function library from a module library

by extracting all functions from each module in the obvious way. We can

reasonably assume that signature information is either provided with or

derivable from code components, since this information is typically required

by the compiler.

Signature matching is the process of determining which library compo-

nents “match” a query signature. As with other information retrieval meth-
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148 . A. Moormann Zaremskl and J. M. Wing

signature LIST =
Slg

vd empty : unit + a li \ t
wd cotl.\ : (a, u 1[,s[) + u l[,st
val M : a hsf ~ u
val tl : a li,r[ + u li,\t
val tHap : (u+ P )+ a list + P li,\r
vd ittr,\(}r~ : ((irj/, itlr) + hml) -+ inr lisr + i~r[ Iisi

end

signature QUEUE = signature SET =
sig S1.g

type a T type a T
val create : unit + rr T val creare : u)lif + a T
valenq: (a, a T)- aT val in\a-t : (a T, a) - a T
valdcq: a T- (a, a T) VA dcl~vc : ( u T, a) + a T
\ral [en : a T+ 111[ val tnember : (a, a T) + twol

end vd unw)~ : (a T, a T) + a T
val i)ifcrswfimf : (u T, a T) - u T
vd d!Jlvwicc : (a T, o. T) _ u T

end

Fig. 1. Three ML signature modules

ods, requiring a component to match a query exactly will sometimes be too

strong. There may be a component that does not match exactly but is similar

in some way and hence would match a query if the component (or query) is

slightly modified. Thus, in addition to exact match, we also consider cases of

relaxed matches between a query and a library component. The expectation is

that relaxed matching returns components that are “close enough” to be

useful to the software developer. For example, relaxed matching on functions

might allow reordering of a library function’s input parameters; relaxed

matching on modules might require only a subset of the library module’s

functions. We define signature matching in its most general form as follows:

Definition 1.1(Signature Match)

Query Signature, Match Predicate, Component Library ~ Set
of Components

Signature Match(q, M, C) = {c G C : M(c, q)}.

In other words, given a signature query, q, a match predicate, M, and a

library of components, C, signature matching returns a set of components,

each of which satisfies the match predicate. This article explores the design

space of signature matching: we consider two kinds of library components—

functions and modules—and hence consider two kinds of signature match—

function match and module match. We are interested in both levels of

signature match because in practice we expect users to retrieve at different
levels of granularity. We also consider different kinds of match predicates:

exact match and various relaxed matches (for both function and module

match).
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Signature matching gives us two ways to build tools for software libraries:

using a query to describe and retrieve a subset of library components and

defining structures to index the library. The subset returned by signature

matching against a particular query can be used to filter components for

another tool, analyze or browse the library, or locate a component for reuse.

The equivalence classes and partial orders defined over the library by match

definitions can be used to index and navigate through the library. We view

signature matching as complementing standard searching and browsing

facilities, e.g., grep and Is, which provide a primitive means of accomplishing

the same goals. A tool that does signature matching is just one of many in a

software developer’s environment. Using a signature matcher should be just

as easy as doing a search on a string pattern.

Signature matching can be viewed as an instance of using domain-specific

information to aid in the search process. Knowing that we are searching

prognam modules as opposed to uninterpreted Unix files or SQL database

records lets us exploit the structure and meaning of these components. Using

domain-specific information is an idea applicable to other large information

databases—e.g., the nationwide Library of Congress, law briefs, police records,

and geological maps—and may prove to be key in grappling with the problem

of scale.

We define module match in terms of function match. So we begin at the

lowest level of granularity (in Section 2) by defining exact match and several

relaxed matches for functions. Section 3 defines module match and its

relaxations. In Section 4 we discuss the various applications of signature

matching in more detail and describe our signature-matching facility. We

compare our work with other approaches in Section 5 and close with a

summary and suggestions for future work in Section 6.

2. FUNCTION MATCHING

Function matching based on just signature information boils down to type

matching, in particular, matching function types. The following definition of

types is based on Field and Harrison [1988]. A type is either a type variable
G TypeVar (denoted by Greek letters) or a type operator = TypeOp applied

to other types. Type operators are either built-in operators ( BuiltInOp ) or

user-defined operators ( UserOp ). Each type operator has an arity indicating

the number of type arguments. Base types are operators of O-arity, e.g., int,

bool; the “arrow” constructor for function types is binary, e.g., int ~ bool. We

use infix notation for tuple construction (, ) and functions (s ) and otherwise

use postfix notation for type operators (e.g., int list stands for the “list of

integers” type). The user-defined type, a T, represents a type operator T

with arity 1, where the type of the argument to T is a.1 In general, when we

1We deviate from ML’s convention of using * fm- tuple construction; the comma is easier cm the

eyes. Also, in ML, the common programming practice is to use T for the operator name of the

user-defined type of interest.
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refer to type operators, they can be either built-in or user-defined (i.e.,

BuiltInOp U UserOp). Two types r and r’ are equal (r = ~ r’) if (1) they are

lexically identical type variables or (2) ~ = typeOp(rl, . . . . ~~), d =

typeop’(r~, . . . . r:), typeop = typeop’, and VI < i < n, T, = ~ r;. Polymorphic

types contain at least one type variable; types that do not contain any type

variables are monomorphic.

To allow substitution of other types for type variables, we introduce nota-

tion for uariable substitution: [#/a ]~ represents the type that results from

replacing all occurrences of the type variable a in r with r’, provided no

variables in # occur in ~ (read as “~’ replaces a in #’). For example,

[( int - int)\~ Ka + B) = a - (int - int). A sequence of substitutions is
right associative. For example, [ ~/-y][ a/~ ]( ~ ~ -y) = [ ~/y]( a + -y) = ( a

+ P).
In the case where # is just a variable, [ 7’\a ]~ is simply variable renam-

ing. For variable renaming, a, T’ E TypeVar or a, T’ E UserOp. We think of

user-defined operator names as variables for the purposes of renaming, since

different users may use a different name for the same type operator. We do

not allow renaming of built-in operators, since we assume that when users

include a built-in operator in a query, they want exactly that type operator.

Renaming sequences may include both type variable renaming and user-

defined type operator renaming: [ ~/a ][ C/T]( a T ~ a) = ( ~ C ~ ~). We

will use V for a sequence of variable renamings and U for a sequence of

more-general substitutions.

Given the type of a function from a component library, T-l, and the type of

query, r~, we define a generic form of function match, M(rl, Tq ), as follows:

Definition 2.1 (Generic Function Match)

M: Library Type, Query Type ~ Boolean

M(~l, ~~) = 3T1 and T~ such that Tl(~l ) R Tg(~~)

where the implicit parameter R is some relationship between types (e.g.,

equality), and TL and T~ are transformations (e.g., reordering) that are

applied to the library and query types, respectively. Most of the matches we

define apply transformations to only one of the types. Where possible, we

apply the transformation to the library type, T1, in which case T~ is simply

the identity function. For example, in exact match, two types match if they

are equal modulo variable renaming. In this case, T’l is a sequence of variable

renamings; T~ is the identity function; and R is the type equality ( = T )

relation.

We classify relaxed function matches as either partial matches, which vary

R, the relationship between T1 and r~ (e.g., define R to be a partial order), or

transformation matches, which vary Tl or Tg, the transformations on types.

In the following subsections, we first define exact match, followed by partial

matches, transformation matches, and combined matches. Each of these

match predicates can be used to instantiate the M of Signature Match; see

Definition 1.1.
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2.1 Exact Match

Definition 2.1.1 (Exact Match)

rnatch~ ( TJ, ~~) = 3 a sequence of variable renamings, V, such that

vl-l=Trq.

Two function types match exactly if they match modulo variable renaming.

Recall that variable renaming may rename either type variables or user-

defined type operators. For monomorphic types with no user-defined types,

there are no variables, so rnatch~(71, Tg) = (Tl = ~ ~~) where rl and ~~ are

monomorphic. We only need a sequence of renamings for one of the type

expressions, since for any two renamings, VI and Vz such that V171 = ~ V2T2,

we could construct a V’ such that V’~l = ~ Tz. (Note we could consider

match~ as a form of transformation match since it allows variable renaming.)

For polymorphic types, actual variable names do not matter, provided there

is a way to rename variables so that the two types are identical. For example,

7Z = (a, a) ~ bool matches ~~ = (~, ~ ) ~ bool with the substitution V =

[ P/a 1. But 71 = a ~ B and ~, = y ~ y do not match because, once we
substitute y for a to get y ~ f?, we cannot substitute y for ~, since y already

occurs in the type. This is the “right thing” because the difference between ~1

and ~~ is more than just variable names; r~ takes a value of some type y and

returns a value of the same type, whereas ~1 takes a value of some type and

returns a value of a potentially different type.

To see how exact match might be useful in practice, consider two examples

where the library is the set of all functions in Figure 1. Suppose a user wants

to locate a function that applies an input function to each element of a list,

forming a new list. The query ~~ = (a ~ y) ~ a list ~ y list matches the
map function (with the renaming [ y/~ ]), exactly what the user wants. As a

second example, suppose a user wants to locate a function to add an element

to a collection with the query r~ = (a, a C) ~ a C. This query retrieves the

enq function on queues (with the renaming [C/T]), which may be what the

user wants, but not the insert function on sets, another likely candidate.

2.2 Partial Relaxations

Exact match is a useful starting point, but it may miss useful functions

whose types are close but do not exactly match the query. Exact match

requires a user to be either familiar with a library or lucky in choosing the

exact syntactic format of a type.

Often a user with a specific query type, e.g., int list + int list, could just as

easily use an instantiation of a more-general function, e.g., a list + a list.

Or, the user may have difficulty determining the most-general type of the

desired function but can give an example of what is desired. Allowing

more -general types to match a query type accommodates these kinds of
situations. Conversely, we can also imagine cases where a user asks for a

general type that does not match anything in the library exactly. There may

be a useful function in the library whose type is more specific, but the code
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could be easily generalized to be useful to the user. We define generalized

and specialized match to address both of these cases.

Referring back to Definition 2.1 of generic function match, for exact match,

the relation, R, between types is equality. For partial matches we relax this

relation to be a partial order on types. We use variable substitution to define

the partial ordering, based on the “generality” of the types. For example,
U - ~ is a generalization Of infinitely many types, including int + int and

( int, ~ ) ~ (int, B), using the variable substitutions [ int/a ] and [( int, (3)/a],

respectively.

T is more general than # (~ > # ) if the type ~’ is the result of a (possibly

empty) sequence of variable substitutions applied to type T. Equivalently, we

say r’ is an lnstanee of r (r’ < r). We would typically expect functions in a

library to have as general a type as possible.

Definition 2.2.1 (Generalized Match )

A library type matches a query type if the library type is more general than

the query type. Exact match, with variable renaming, is really just a special

case of generalized match where all the variable substitutions are variable

renamings, so nLatch E(rl, Tq ) * match~,~(rl, T~).

For example, suppose a user needs a function to convert a list of integers to

a list of boolean values, where each boolean corresponds to whether or not the

corresponding integer is positive. The user might write a query like ~~ =

(int ~ bool ) ~ int list ~ bool list. This query does not match exactly with

any function in our library. But a generalized match would return map for

this query, since map’s type is more general than the query type. This kind of

match is especially desirable, since the user does not need to make any

changes to use the more-general function.

Definition 2.2.2 (Specialized Match)

Specialized match is the converse of generalized match. In fact, we could

alternatively define match ,P,C in terms of match~~~ by swapping the order of

the types: ntatch,,P,C(rl, r~) = match ~Q,(~~, 71). It also follows that exact match

is a special case of specialized match: match~(rl, r~) ~ match ,P,,(rl, TO).
As an example of how specialized match can be useful, suppose the querier

needs a general function to sort lists and uses the query ~g = (( a, a ) -

boot ) ~ a list s a list. Our library does not contain such a function, but

specialized match would return intsort, an integer sorting function with the

type rl = (( int, int ) + bool ) - int list ~ int list. Assuming intsort is written

reasonably well, it should be easy for the querier to modify it to sort arbitrary

objects since the comparison function is passed as a parameter.

Although we present generalized and specialized match in terms of chang-

ing the relation (R) between rl and 7~, we could also define them as
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transformation matches, since the definition of the < relation on types is in

terms of variable substitution.

Definition (Alternative) 2.2.3 (Generalized and Specialized Match)

mGttch ~e.(~l, ~,) = 3 a sequence of variable substitutions, U, such that
match~( Url, r~ )

mai!ch SP,C(T1, Tv ) = = a sequence of variable substitutions, U, such that
match~(~l, 11~~).

We can even define match ~en(rl, rq) as Url =~ r~; the use of matchE is

redundant since generalized match requires a sequence of substitutions that

includes any necessary variable renaming. We will appeal to the above

alternative definitions of generalized and specialized match when we define

the composition of different kinds of relaxed matches (Section 2,4),

Note that type unification [Field and Harrison 1988] is just a combination

of generalized and specialized match, allowing the variable substitutions to

occur on either type.

Definition 2.2.4 (Unify Match)

mat ch .nLfy(T1, Tq) = 3 a sequence of variable substitutions, U, such that
match~( Url, Ur~ ).

In practice, we do not expect unify match to be of as much use as either

generalized or specialized match, since the relation between types ~~ and 71

is more complicated with unification. However, it is important to relate type

unification and type matching, i.e., the former is definable in terms of the

latter.

2.3 Transformation Relaxations

Other kinds of relaxed match on functions transform a type expression to

achieve a match. Examples include changing whether a function is curried or

uncurried, changing the order of types in a tuple, and changing the order of

arguments to a function (for functions that take more than one argument).

These last two are the same since we can view multiple arguments to a

function as a tuple. For example, the query 7Q = a - a list - a list would

miss the cons function because ~Q is curried while cons is not, and ~~ = ( a

list, a) a a list would miss cons because the types in the tuple are in a

different order.

2.3.1 Uncurrying Functions. A function that takes multiple arguments

may be either curried or uncurried. The uncurried version of a function has a

type (~l,...,~~_l ) -7., while the corresponding curried version has a type

TI + -.. + ‘rn_~ -+ 7,,. In many cases, it will not matter to the querier

whether or not a function is curried. We define uncurry match by applying
the uncurry transformation to both query and library types. We choose to

uncurry rather than curry each type so that we can later compose this

relaxed match with one that reorders the types in a tuple.
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The uncurry transformation, UC, produces an uncurried version of a given

type:

The uncurry transformation is nonrecursive; any nested functions will not be

uncurried. We also define a recursive version, UC*:

[

(uc*(T1),..., uc*(Tn_l)) - uc*(Tn)
ifT=Tl~...~r~_l~ r~, n>2

UC*(T) = typeOp(UC* (To),..., UC*(T~))

ifr= typeop(rl, . . ..rn)

T where ~ is a variable or a base type.

For example, if r = int ~ int ~ ( int - int ~ bool) - bool then UC(T) =

(int, int, (int ~ int ~ bool)) ~ bool and UC*(r) = (int, int, ((int, int) j

bool)) ~ bool.

Definition 2.3.1.1 (Uncurry Match and Recursive Uncurry Match)

match ..CU,,v(r~, T,) = match~(UC(71), UC(7, ))

match uncurry ’ (TJ, T,) = match~(UC*(T1), UC*(r, )).

Uncurry match takes two uncurried function types and determines whether

their corresponding argument types match. Recursive uncurry match is

similar but allows recursive uncurrying of T1’S and ~~’s functional arguments.

By applying the UC (or UC*) transformation to both 71 and r~, we are

transforming the types into a canonical form and then checking that the

resulting types are equal (modulo variable renaming).

Suppose we are again looking for a function that adds an element to a

collection. In the exact-match example at the end of Section 2.1, we were

lucky and guessed the “right” query ((a, a C) ~ a C) to match exactly with

enq, This time, suppose we use the query ~~ = a C ~ a ~ a C. This query

does not match exactly with any functions in our library, but uncurry match

would return the functions insert and delete on a set. Note that this query

does not match enq, the other likely candidate.
Since the uncurry transformation is applied to both the query and library

types, it is not necessary to define an additional curry match. Such a

match would be similar in structure, relying on a curry transformation to

produce a curried version of a given type, that is, match, ,urrv(7-~, Tq) =

match ~(curry(~l ), curry(~~ )). Note that match .U,,,(~l, ~Q) holds if and only if
match .~CU,,J~l, ~~) holds.

2.3.2 Reordering Tuples. Tuples group multiple arguments to a function,
but sometimes the order of the arguments does not matter. For example, a

function to test membership in a list could have type (a, a list) ~ bool or
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type (a list, a) + bool. Reorder match allows matching on types that differ

only in their order of arguments.

We define reorder match in terms of permutations. Given a function type

whose first argument is a tuple (e.g., 7 = (rl, . . . . T. _ ~) ~ T.), a reorder

transformation, TV, defines a permutation v, which is applied to the tuple. O-

is a bijection with domain and range 1 . . . n – 1 such that ~,(T) =

(%(l)!’ ~,., %(n-l,) + Tn.

Definition 2.3.2.1 (Reorder Match)

match ,. O,~.,(~J, ~,) = 3 a reorder transformation ~, such that
m@hE(Tr(~l ), ~q).

Under this relaxation, a library type, rl, matches a query type, ~~, if the

argument types of ~1 can be reordered so that the types match exactly.

Although we choose to apply the reorder transformation, TU, to the library

type 71, we could equivalently apply the inverse, ~r- 1, to the query type 7~:

matc,?t~(T.(~l ), ~~) = match~(~l, ~,- 1(1-~)). With reorder match, the query ~g =

(a list,a) + CYlist we discussed at the beginning of Section 2.3 now matches
with the desired list function, cons.

There are two variations on reorder match: we can allow (1) recursive

permutations so that a tuple’s component types may be reordered

(match ,@O,~@,*) and (2) reordering of arguments to user-defined type opera-

tors, e.g., so that (int, a) T ~ int and (a, int) T + int would match.

2.4 Combining Relaxations

Each relaxed match is individually a useful match to apply when searching

for a function of a given type. Combinations of these separately defined

relaxed matches widen the set of library types retrieved, Suppose again that

a user wants a function to add an element to a collection, Intuitively, this

function might have one of four possible types:

(1) (a, aT)+a T

(2) (a T, CY)+CIT

(3) a’+CYT+a T

(4) aT+a+a T

Reorder match allows a query of type 1 or 2 to match library functions of

types 1 or 2, but not types 3 or 4. Uncurry match allows a query of type 1 or 3

to match library functions of those types (and likewise for types 2 and 4). But

no individual relaxed match allows a single query to match all four types. By

composing reorder and uncurry match, a query of any of the four types will

match a library function of all four types, which is what we would like.

We deliberately gave our definitions in a form so that we can easily

compose them. If we use the alternative definitions of match~,. and

match ~p.c, each of the relaxed-match definitions presented in Sections 2,2

and 2,3 can be cast in a composable form by instantiating R to matchE in
Definition 2.1, the generic function match definition:

2 a transformation pair, T = ( Tl, T, ), such that match~ (TZ ( ~1), T,( ~, )).
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The match composition of two relaxed matches, denoted as ( matchRl 0

match ~ ~), is defined by applying the inner (R 2) relaxation first:

Definition 2.4.1 (Match Composition )

(match~l o match~z )(7?, r,)= 3 transformation pairs T, = (Tll, Tl~ ) and
T2 = (T21, T2~) such that

match~(T ll(T21(~l )), Tl~(T2~(7~))).

The choice of R 1 determines the kinds of transformations in T 1 (and likewise

for R2 and T2). For match~,., Tl is a sequence of variable substitutions, and

T~ is the identity function. For match ..cU ,,Y, Tl and Tg are UC; the “ 3“ is not

necessary, since there is only one possible uncurry transformation. For

match ,eo,de,, TZ is a reorder transformation, and T~ is the identity function.
For simplicity, we omit the recursive versions of match U,,CU,,Y- and

match ,, O,~C,,, although the analysis below could be easily extended to include

them. Since match,P,C and match U., ~, can be defined in terms of match~.,,2

we also exclude them from our analysis. Thus, there are three “basic” relaxed

matches: match~, n, match U,,CU,rY, and nzatch,,O,d,,. That is, Rl, R2 ●

{gen, uncurry, reorder}.

We can compose any number of relaxed matches in any order. The order in

which they are composed does make a difference; transformations are not

generally commutative. For example, match ~,. does not commute with either

match uncurry or match, ~Or~,, because, in either case, the variable substitution

from generalizing could introduce a type that could then be transformed by

uncurrying or reordering but would not be transformed if the variable

substitution is done last. Suppose T~ = (bool, int) + (int, bool) and r, = a ~

a. (match~,n o matCh,,O,d,r )(~1, ~~) is false, but (match, ca,~,, o match~e. )(~t, 7Q)

is true with the substitution [( int, bool )/ a ] and a permutation that swaps

the order of a two-element tuple. In the second case, we can apply the

reordering after we have substituted into type expressions that contain a

tuple.

We now consider some of the interesting combinations of these relaxed

matches, those we expect to be useful in practice. The relations between the

various combinations of relaxed matches lead to a natural partial ordering

relation on combined matches, based on the set of function types that a match

defines (namely, the set of types that match a given query type).

—(match,.O,d,, 0 match UnCU,., )(rl, r~ ). With this composition, two types
match if they are equivalent, modulo whether or not they are curried or

whether or not the arguments are in the same order. We uncurry the types

first, thereby allowing a reordering on any tuples formed by uncurrying.

Using this composition, the query type ~g = a ~ a T - a T would match

enq (-rl = (a, a T) ~ a T) on queues and insert and delete (~1 = (a T, a)

~ a T) on sets.

2match ,P.((TI, Tq) = 7WZtChgen(Tq, Tl), and matchu,,Lfy(T1. Tg) = (match~,n 0 match,pec )( T/, ?-q) =

(match.PcC o rnatch~,n)(~t, T~).
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Table 1, Instantiation of Generic Function Match

,Watch R Tl T,,

IExact

Generalized
[~eneralized (alternative)

‘3, pecialized

Specialized (alternative)

lunify

l~ncurry

IReorder

IReorder oUncurry

Generalized. Uncurry

‘T
z

‘T

5

—
‘T

‘T
matchE

match E

matchE

>

v
Id

u

Id

Id

u

Uc

~r

q, 0 Uc

UC’

Id

Id

Id

Id

u

u

Uc

Id

Uc

Uc

—(matchg,. o matchU.CUr,Y)(rl, 7,). ~z and ~~ match if the uncurried form of
~1 is more general than the uncurried form of 7~. With this composition,

the query r~ = (( int + bool), int list) * bool list would match the map

function (T1 = (a - @ ) -+ a list + ~ lis~),

—(match ~C~o match~eO~~c~)(71, 7~). rl and r~ match if some permutation of

~1 is more general than 7~. With this composition, the query ~~ =

(int T, int) + bool would match the member function on sets ~1 = (a, a T)

+ lbool.

—(matchg,, o matchreOrde, o matchU~CUrry)(rl, Tq). I-l and r, match if some

permutation of the uncurried form of 7~ is more general than the uncurried

form of ~~. Using this combined match with the order of 7~ and T~ reversed

(i.e., using match,P,C instead of match ~,.), with the query ~~ = ( a
list, (a, a + bool)) + a, list matches the mtsort function in our library

(7L = (int, int + bool) + int list + int list).

2.5 Generic Match

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section, all of the function matches

fit the same generic match definition: M(71, ~~) = 3 T1 and Tq such that
T1(~l ) R !fq(~q). Table I shows how R is instantiated and the kinds of transfor-

mations in Tl and T~ for each of the basic function match definitions

presented in this section as well as two of the combined matches to show how

the matches can be combined. The relation R is either = ~, > , < , or exact

function match (match~ ). The transformations Tl and T~ are one of Id (the

identity function), V (renaming), U (substitution), Tm (permute tuple), or UC

(uncurry).

3. MC)DULE MATCHING

Function matching addresses the problem of locating a particular function in

a component library. A programmer, however, often needs a collection of
functions, e.g., one that provides a set of operations on an abstract data type.

Most modern programming languages explicitly support the definition of

abstract data types through a separate modules facility, e.g., CLU clusters,
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Ada packages, or C++ classes. Modules are also often used just to group a set

of related functions, like 1/0 routines. This section addresses the problem of

locating modules in a component library.

Recall that whereas the signature of a function is simply its type, ~, the

signature of a module is an interface, I. A module’s interface is a pair,

( ]~, IF ), where IT is a multiset of user-defined types, and IF is a multiset of

function tYPes.3 For a library interface, IL = ( IL~, ILF ), to match a query

interface, IQ = { 1~~, 1~~ ), there must be a correspondence between ILF and

1~~. This correspondence varies for exact and relaxed module match.

3.1 Exact Match

Definition 3.1.1 (Exact Module Match)

M-match~ ( IL, IQ) = 3 a total mapping U~ : I~F -+ IL~ such that

U~ is one-to-one and onto and

wq = IQF, matchE(q(7-q), Tq).

U~ maps each query function type r~ to a corresponding library function type,

U~(r~ ). Since l.1~ is one-to-one and onto, the number of functions in the two

interfaces must be the same (i.e., IlL~ I = 11~~ l). The correspondence between
each Tg and i!’JF(7g) is that they satisfy the exact function match, match E,

Definition 2.1.1. That is, the types match, modulo renaming of type variables

and user-defined type operators.

We could additionally require a mapping between user-defined types (lL~

and 1~~ ); but for the most part, matching function types suffices, since for 7~
and U~(~Q) to match, any user-defined types must match. So any user-defined

type that appears in the domain or range of a function type in one interface

must match a user-defined type in the other interface. Not having a separate

mapping precludes matching where one user-defined type in IQT matches

more than one user-defined type in ~L~ (or vice versa). This case is not likely

to occur in practice since programmers typically define only one user-defined

type per module.

Query Ql, shown below, is the interface of a module that defines an

abstract container type and four basic functions on the container:

Ql: IQT = {aC}

(a, cl!c)+ac,

Ctc+(a,a!c),

aC+int}.

This matches the interface for the QUEUE module in Figure 1 with the
obvious mapping from function types in lQF to function types in QUEUE.

3For useful feedback to the user, we would need to associate names with the function types, but

this is not necessary in the definition.
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Each of the exact function matches renames the user-defined type operator T

‘co c.
Exact module match is rather restrictive. We define two forms of relaxed

module match by (1) modifying the mapping U= and (2) replacing the

definition of function match, match~.

3.2 Partial Match

Should a querier really have to specify all the functions provided in a module

in orlder to find it? A more-reasonable alternative is to allow the querier to

specify a subset of the functions (namely, only those that are of interest) and

match a module that is more general in the sense that it may contain

functions in addition to those specified in the query.

Definition 3.2.1 (Generalized Module Match)

M-match~,~ (IL, IQ) is the same as M-match~(I~, IQ)

except UF need not be onto.

Whereas with iW-match~(I~, IQ) we have I~~~ I = lI~fl 1, with M-

matchg ~~(IL, IQ), we have 11~~I > 11~~ 1, and 1~~ ~ 1~~ under the appropriate
renamings, A query like Q 1 without the function type a C ~ int would

matclh QUEUE under the generalized module match definition.

Definition 3,2,2 (Specialized Module Match)

M-match sP,C(I~, IQ) = M-match~,fl(I~, IL).

With specialized module match, a library need not have all the functions

defined in the query. As with specialized and generalized match for functions,

specialized module match is the converse of generalized module match.

3.3 Relax’ Match (Using Relaxed Function Matches)

In the definition of exact module match we used the exact-match predicate,

match ~, to determine whether a function in the query interface matches one

in the library interface. An obvious relaxation is to use a relaxed match on

fund ions instead of exact match.

De@ition 3.3.1 (Relax” Match)

.kl-match,.l.Z, (IL, IQ, Mp) = 3 a mapping Up : I@F + ILF such that

U~ is one-to-one and onto and

The only difference between relax* match and exact module match is that

relax K match uses its parameter, M~, to match functions, instead of fixing

function match to be exact, match~. Thus, exact module match is trivially

defined in terms of the above definition:

M-match~(I~, IQ) = M-match, el. X~(IL, IQ, match~ ).
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The match parameter ( M~ ) gives us a great deal of flexibility, allowing any

of the function matches defined in Section 2 to be used in matching the

individual function types in a module interface.

What this definition makes clear in a concise and precise manner is the

orthogonality between function match and module match.

3.4 Composition of Module Matches

As with function matches, we can compose module matches. Since specialized

module match is defined in terms of generalized module match, we need only

consider the composition of generalized module match and relax* match. The

order of the composition does not matter, since generalized match affects the

mapping U~ while relax* match changes only the function match used.

Definition 3.4.1 (Generalized Relax” Match)

M-nlatch~,~. r,luX. (11,, lQ, MF) is the same as

M-rnatch,el., L( 11,, IQ, M~) except Uy need not be onto.

We present this as a separate definition because we expect this combined

relaxed match to be the most-common use of module match in practice.

Query Q2 is another example of a module query. This query contains only

two function types:

Q2: 1~. = {aC}

IQP = {unit ~ aC,

(ac, a)+a c}.

Under generalized module match, this query would match only the SET

module (with U~ mapping the query functions to create and insert (or

delete )). Under generalized relax* match, using function reorder match, the

query matches not only SET but also the QUEUE module (with Ur mapping

the query functions to create and enq and reordering the input arguments to

enq ).

3.5 Generic Match

As with function matching, we define a generic form of module match, based

on the relation between the function types of the query and library interfaces.

Definition 3.5,1 (Generic Module Match )

M: Library Interface, Query Interface ~ Boolean

JJ(IL , IQ) = I~~RhlILP.

Definition 3.5.1 has two implicit parameters: R and M. R is a set relation

between the multisets ~~~ and 1~~. R is parameterized by the function

match relation M which compares the individual elements of the set. Table II

shows how R and M are instantiated for the module matches defined in this

section. The set relation R is either = , c , or 2 . The function match M is
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Table 11. Instantiations of Generic Module Match

Match RM M

Exact —— matchE

Generalized ~ match E

Specialized ~ matchE

Relax* —— any

Generalized Relax+ ~ any

either match~ (exact function match) or “any,” in which case the match can

be any of the function matches defined in Section 2.

4, EXPERIENCE USING SIGNATURE MATCHING

4.1 Applications

Most applications of signature matching use a query to describe and retrieve

a subset of components of interest from the library. These subsets can be used

to locate components for reuse or to analyze, browse, or filter the library. We

can adso use the match definitions themselves to define a structure over the

library for indexing. In this section we discuss these applications with

examples taken from actual use of our function signature matcher.

The library we used contains 1451 SML functions, gathered from three

locally available libraries: the Edinburgh library (688 functions) [Berry 1991],

the SML\NJ library (362 functions) [ATT 1993], and a library of local

contributions (40 1 functions) [Tarditi and Rollins 1993]. While our implemen-

tation (and thus examples) only addresses function signature matching, the

applications hold equally well for module signature matching.

4.1.1 Reuse. The most obvious and widely discussed application of signa-

ture matching is to retrieve components for reuse. In order for signature

matclhing to be successful for reuse, the matcher should be easy to use; the

library should be large enough so that there is a high likelihood of finding

something useful (and too large for random browsing to be effective); and the

component should be relatively easy to use once found. The following exam-

ples are drawn from use of our signature matcher by ourselves and our

colleagues. They illustrate the usefulness of allowing the user to specify

which relaxations to use for a match, as well as showing successful use of

signature matching to retrieve functions for reuse.

In the first example, we needed to generate a list of “tag bits” (all

initialized to false) to track which elements of a list have already been used.

Thus, we needed a function that would take a boolean value b and an integer

n and generate a list of length n where each element has value b. Since it

seemed likely that a function in a library would be more general about the

type of the list, we used the query (a, int) + a list with relaxations reorder

and uncurry. This search resulted in the function create (with type int - a

+ a list, from the List module in the Edinburgh library), which does exactly

what we wanted. Interestingly, if we do not take the step of generalizing from
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bool to a on our own but instead use the query (bool, int ) + bool list with

relaxations reorder, uncurry, and generalize, we get 28 functions that match

instead of just create, since both bool and int can be generalized.

In another case, we needed to convert the representation of a type construc-

tor name from a list of strings to a single string with the elements of the list

separated by periods (. ). (For example, convert [“Parser,” “Table,” “T”] to

“Parser. Table. T). We used the query ( string list, string) + string with relax-

ations reorder and uncurry. Notice that in this case we do not want to allow

generalization, since we are implicitly assuming that the function will use

string concatenation, which would not generalize. We performed this search

and found the implode function, which does close to what we wanted but is

not easily modifiable, and the function firstLine, which does something

completely different (it takes a program name and list of arguments as input

and returns the first line of program output as its output string). The related

query string list + string with no relaxations results in six matches, two of

which are the functions pathImplode and implodePath from the SML/NJ

library and local library respectively. Both of these functions take a list of

strings and return a string which is the concatenation of those strings with

slashes between the strings (to form a path name), but with very different

implementations. Either of these functions is easy to modify to do what we

want by replacing “/” with “.”. This example shows that a relaxation to allow

more or fewer arguments in a tuple would be useful.

A colleague of ours needed a function to take two lists and create a list of

pairs of elements from those lists. He used the query a list + ~ list + (a, ~)

list with relaxation uncurry and found the zip function in all three libraries.

He was able to reuse zip as is in his program.

An example that gave us a surprising result came from performing the

query a list + a using specialized match. We expected this query to return

functions such as one that selects an element from a list (hd); we also

retrieved the pathImplode and implodePath functions discussed above. This

example illustrates the tradeoffs in using relaxations that instantiate type

variables (generalize and specialize); increasing the chance of finding a

potentially useful function (i.e., increasing recall) may reduce the precision of

the query and match with more useless components.

An example where we really wished we had a signature matcher was in

implementing in Lisp the gnu-emacs interface for our signature matcher,

even though gnu-emacs has a good keyword search facility (apropos) and we

had a reasonable manual. Lisp has over 500 built-in functions listed in the
manual index [Steele 1984]. To find the function to write a string to an output

file, for example, we could use apropos on “file” or “string” and get too many

functions, or we could look up “write “ in the manual index and again be

overwhelmed. What we really wanted was to be able to ask for the functions

that take a string and a file as input, i.e., signature matching with the query
(string, file) + unit.

4.1.2 Analysis. Another use of signature matching is to analyze a soft-

ware library. A colleague of ours wanted to gather statistics about what
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percentage of functions in the libraries are higher order, He performed the

query a ~ ~ ~ y with the specialize relaxation and found 5’77 functions out
of thle 1451 in the library (40’%). To find out which functions return real

numbers, we used the query a ~ real with the specialize relaxation, which

returns 19 functions.

A question like “How many functions take a real number as one of the

inputs?” is more difficult because a query like (a, real) + ~ with relaxations

specialize and reorder only matches functions with a two-element tuple input.

However, we can answer the question with a small set of queries and a

simple inspection of the results. The following table shows the results of a

sequence of queries with relaxations specialize, reorder, and uncurry.

Query Number of matches

real + a 25

(real, a) -+ ~ 24

(real, a, D) + y 1

(real, a, ~,y) + 8 0

Once we analyze the results to delete the overlap between the first two

queries for functions of the form real + a + /3, we have 40 functions that

take a real number as part of the input. Can we make a more-general

statement about the number of elements in an input tuple? The following

table shows the results of queries with 2-, 3-, and 4-element tuples using

specialized match. Queries with 5-, 6-, or 7-element tuples do not find any

additional matches.

Query Number of matches

(a, p)+’y 256

(a’, @,y)+i? 32

(a, fly, d)+e 9

4.1.3 Browsing. Signature matching is also useful if a user wants to

become more familiar with the software library by browsing through the

library. Perhaps the user is new to a particular programming language and

its facilities; he or she can use signature queries to explore the library to

learn about what is available and learn the “style” of the language or library.

For example, in ML, user-defined types are often labeled as simply T, as one

COUICIquickly notice from a query like (a, a X) ~ a X (recall that our signa-
ture matching allows renaming of user-defined types). Analyzing the results

of our query about the percentage of higher-order functions discussed in the

previous paragraph, we can observe the distinctions in styles even among ML
libraries: 51% of the functions in the Edinburgh library are higher order,

compared with 27% of the SML/NJ library and 3270 of the local library.

4.1.4 Filtering. We consider a signature matcher as one in a collection of

tools for the software engineer, so we can naturally think about composing

retrieval tools. In this case, a coarser-grained tool acts as a “filter” for a

finer-grained tool. For example, if we have, in addition to the signature
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matcher, a tool to match specifications of components (Section 6), we can use

the signature matcher to check first that components have matching signa-

tures before invoking the (more expensive and slower) specification matcher.

The signature matcher can of course also be composed with itself. Suppose

we want to find functions of the form real + X, where X is not a function

type, The query real + a with specialized match will find functions of that

form but may also find functions of the form real + Y + Z, where Y and Z

are type expressions, since a could be instantiated with a function type. We

can use signature matching to filter out the functions of the form real + Y +

Z with the following sequence of queries and library manipulations:

(1) Let L1 be the result of the query real + a on the full library.

(2) Let L2 be the result of the query real + a + ~ on L1.

(3) Let L3 = L1 – L2. L3 contains the functions of the desired form.

In our example library, L1 contains 25 functions, and L2 contains 10,

leaving us with 15 functions of the desired form. Ten of those have type

real + real; four have type real + int; and one has type real + (real, real).

4.1.5 Indexing. Another application of the match definitions is indexing a

library. Indexing does not use the search facility of signature matching at all

but rather uses the relationships defined by the various match definitions.

Generalized (or specialized) match defines a partial ordering on a library

with the > relation. Similarly the transformation relaxations (reorder,

uncurry, and their composition) define equivalence classes on the library’s

components. We can calculate these relations in a preprocessing step and use

them to navigate through the library or even to store closely related functions

together to localize disk access. Given a particular function, a user could

request the next most-general functions, or the functions that are equivalent

modulo tuple reordering. For example, if users were looking at the intsort

function from our sample library in Figure 1, they might want to know if

there is a more-general sorting function that works for arbitrary types of list

elements. If there were a signature match-based index for the library, they

could simply ask to see all functions whose types are more general than

intsort.

Indexing based on module signature matching produces a kind of subtype

hierarchy. If we consider the functions of a module to correspond to methods,

and let IQ represent the supertype and IL the subtype, then

M-match ~..(I~,I~)

corresponds to the subtype supplying all the methods with the same types as

those of the supertype plus perhaps some more.

4.2 Implementation Details

Building a signature matcher for a strongly typed programming language is

not much more involved than modifying its type checker. We have integrated

a signature-matching facility into our local Standard ML (SML) program-
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Query = ((’a list * ‘b Ist) -> (’a * ‘b) hst)
Matcher = Curry
Total number of objects found: 3
———————_—____________________________________

;ip: ((’a hst * ‘b hst) -> (’a x ‘b) Ilst)

37 /usr/ mlsc/ sml / hb/ edlnburgh / portable/ LmtPalrsml

;Ip: ((’a hst * ‘b Ilst) -> (’a * ‘b) Ilst)
54 /usr/ mlsc/ sml / Ilb / smlnj-hb/ Ilst-util.sml

zip, (’a Ilst -> (’b list -> (’a * ‘b) I!st))

10 /usr/ mist/ sml / local/ Ilb / Container/ l!stFns sml
——_—_________________________________________

Fig. 2, Output buffer of signature matcher.

ming environment. Our current implementation, itself written in SML, sup-

ports the function matches defined in this article. The algorithms for general-

ized and specialized matches are modifications of Robinson’s unification

algorithm, as presented by Milner [1978]. The algorithms for the other

matches are straightforward; we use a simple transformation of the type for

uncurry match and a backtracking algorithm for reorder match. On a test

suite of 10 queries on each of the 16 combinations of relaxations using our

librimy of 1451 functions, the average time to complete a query was 0,13

seconds, ranging from averages of 0.08 seconds for exact match to 0,19

seconds for the match using all relaxations.

Our user interface is intentionally simplistic—it is just gnu-emacs [Stall-

man 1986] and a mouse. The user defines the query and can select the

desired relaxations before performing a search. The output is a list of

functions whose types match the query, along with the path name for the file

that contains the function. Figure 2 shows the results of a query as they

applear in the emacs buffer. Type notation is from SML: * is the tuple

constructor; - is the function constructor; ‘a,’ b denote type variables.

Clicking the mouse on a function in the list causes the file in which the

function is defined to appear in another buffer, with the cursor located at the

beginning of the function definition, We chose to use emacs for our interface

rather than a flashier graphical user interface in order to give programmers

easy access to signature matching from their normal software development

environment. We wanted to make signature matching as easily available for

use as string searching.

5. FiELATED WORK

Closely related work on signature matching has focused on either signature

matching as an application of a particular theoretical definition of type

isomorphism or as a retrieval tool to be used in conjunction with other tools.

Rittri [1989] defines an extension of match reOr~@,. o match U~CUry,, by identify-

ing types that are isomorphic in a Cartesian closed category. He has also

developed an algorithm to check for more-general types modulo this isomor-

phism [Rittri 1992], similar to our match reorder, o match uncurr.v* o match~e~.
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He has implemented both matches. Di Cosmo [1992] extends Rittri’s ap-

proach with a theory that also handles isomorphisms of types with let

expressions. Runciman and Toyn [1989] assume that queries are constructed

by example or by inference from context of use. They use queries to generate

a set of keys, performing various operations on the set to permit more-efli-

cient searches. The match they ultimately perform is similar to our unify

match. Rollins and Wing [ 1991] implemented a system in Lambda-Prolog

that includes the equivalent of match,, O,~e,. o matchU.CU ,, Y.. The NORA

software development environment includes a retrieval tool that uses a

match similar to match, eO,~,,. o match U., ~Y; they use variables in types to

allow incomplete components [Snelting et al. 1991]. Stringer-C alvert [1994]

has implemented a signature matcher for Ada packages. His match defini-

tions are based on the ones we present here.

Our work is unique in three ways. First, we have identified a small set of

primitive function matches that can be combined in useful ways. Definitions

of signature matching given by others are special cases of our more-general

approach; we can succinctly characterize their definitions (as above) and do

so in a common formal framework. We support orthogonality of concepts,

allowing the user to “pick and choose” whichever match is desired, perhaps

through a combination of more-primitive matches. Second, all previous work

has focused solely on matching at the function level. We extend signature

matching to include matching on modules as well, Moreover, since we define

all our function match definitions to follow a common form, we are able to use

function match as a parameter to module match. Finally, we go beyond

retrieval for reuse and present four additional applications of signature

matching.

Additional, less closely related work on matching software components

divides into three categories based on the kind of information being matched:

specifications, code, or text. Specification matching [Fisher et al. 1994; Jeng

and Chen 1992; Katz 1987; Mini et al, 1994; Perry 1989; Rollins and Wing

1991; Yellin and Strom 1994; Zaremski and Wing 1995] defines match in

terms of formal specifications. Specification matching allows greater precision

in matching than does signature matching but requires specifications of

components and a more-expensive match. Another class of matches [Consens

1992; Paul and Prakash 1994] allows queries over a representation of the

component’s actual code, e.g., abstract syntax trees. Such queries are useful

for determining mainly structural characteristics of a component (e.g., nested

loops or circular dependencies) but provide no support for browsing or index-
ing. Other research has applied techniques from information retrieval and

relational databases to software retrieval. Queries and information on compo-

nents are typically in a restricted keyword or attribute-value approach

[Arnold and Stepoway 1987; Prieto-Diaz 1989] or in English, based on text

from documentation of the components [Maarek et al. 1991]. In some cases,

additional structural information can be added in semantic nets [Helm and

Maarek 1991; Ostertag et al. 1992].

All of these other approaches require at the very least that the user learn

another language (except for the natural language-based approach in Maarek
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et al. [1991]). Except for Maarek et al. [1991] and Paul and E’rakash [1994],

the information about the library components must be created by hand as

well. Our work on signature matching uses a query language with which

software engineers are already familiar—the programming language’s type

system. Specification and information retrieval approaches typically only

address retrieval for reuse as an application; code-based approaches focus

mostly on browsing or analyzing the actual code. We show how signature

matching addresses all these applications and more.
As mentioned in the introduction, we view signature matching as a comple-

mentary approach to more-traditional information retrieval techniques. A

user can choose the tool most appropriate for a task based on what informa-

tion he or she has available and which tool is expected to give the best results

for that particular task. A user can also use one tool as a filter for another as

we dliscmssed in Section 4.1.

6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This article lays the foundation for the use of signature matching as a

practical tool for using software libraries. We present precise definitions of a

variety of matches at both the function and module levels. Areas for further

work include extending signature matching to other languages and going

beyond signatures to specification matching.

The basic ideas and definitions of signature matching apply to any strongly

typed programming language, but many of the relaxed matches depend on

specific features of the language. Generalized and specialized match only

apply to languages with polymorphic types, uncurry match to those that

permit higher-order functions. There may be additional relaxations that

would be useftd in other languages. For example, a language may distinguish

between mutable and immutable parameters, If there are two functions that

perform the same operation, but one does so by creating a new object

((a, a T’) + a 2“) and the other by mutating an input object (( a, a 7’) + unit),
we might like to be able to say these are “the same” under some relaxation.

We also have not elaborated relaxed matching by taking into consideration

exceptional return values.

In the introduction we observed that signature matching is an instance of

using domain-specific information to do a search, In an ideal software library,

domain-specific information would include not just signature information but

formal specifications of the behavior of each component as well. Given such

specifications, e.g., pre-/postconditions for functions, we could then add to

our arsenal of software library tools a specification matcher, using specifica-

tions, not just signatures, to match components. Consider the query

( a 7’, a 7’) + a 7’ which matches the union, intersection, and difference

functions on sets. Specification matching would let us distinguish among
these three since their beh cwiors differ even though their types are the same.

We are pursuing specification matching in the context of Larch [Guttag and

Horning 1993] and Larch /ML [Wing et al. 1993] at Carnegie Mellon: we have

built a prototype specification matcher using the Larch Prover [Garland and
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Guttag 1991] as the basis of our match engine. Unfortunately we cannot, as

yet, expect programmers to document their program components with formal

specifications.~ Signature matching backs off from this more-ambitious ap-

proach.

Signature matching takes advantage of information about program mod-

ules that is essentially free. Function types and module interfaces are either

generated automatically by type inference systems, or programmers must

provide them for the compiler anyway. Implementing signature matching

requires nothing more sophisticated than unification, a standard algorithm

already used in some compilers to do type inference. In return we get a useful

tool for organizing, exploring, and retrieving information from software li-

braries.
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